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Abstract: Vancouver, British Columbia was hosting the 2010 Olympic Winter Games. Such event 
needs high levels of electric reliability to support the unique requirements associated with hosting 
an event that attracts more than three billion television viewers and 75 million website visits 
worldwide.  The total Games Time load was approximately 140 MW delivered to about 120 sites, 
of which 17 are major competition and non-competition venues having extraordinary reliability 
requirements. BC Hydro has worked with the Vancouver Organizing Committee for the Olympic 
Games (VANOC) to provide a sustainable solution to satisfy this need for highly reliable power. 
This presentation will address the challenges faced by the power system when hosting an event 
of such magnitude, as will be case of the next Olympic Games in Rio in 2016. 
 
The unique challenges and solutions were implemented to deliver power to each of the 17 
Olympic venues was presented. This work has involved estimating load and designing the 
required capacity, reliability and redundancy to power that load.  Analytical methods have 
included IEEE Gold Book methodology for analyzing extremely reliable power delivery systems 
from high voltage substation source through to low voltage critical end user, including the venues’ 
internal electrical systems.  These methods have helped to confirm the soundness of VANOC’s 
planned approach to Powering the 2010 Games.  The planned approach to powering the 2010 
Games has been carbon-neutral and has not been contribute to global warming. The calculatedly 
reliability performance statistics for the planned power infrastructure will be presented and 
discussed. The critical roles of utility and backup generators in reliably serving the load will be 
reviewed. 
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